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Boomed out Genoa

 

Above 18 knots of wind asymmetric spinnakers, which enable you to quickly go down wind, start to

reach the upper limit of their range of use. Booming out the Genoa windward of the boat is a very

effective and very safe way of sailing between 135 and 160° of the True Wind Angle. The thrust centre

of the boat’s sail is then aligned with the longitudinal axis of the hull and balance is optimal.

Furthermore, the Genoa no longer has a tendency to close and remains stable.

 

Installing the spinnaker pole sometimes requires a bit of work. However the comfort gained makes it

worthwhile! This objective of the present article is to remind you of the different steps and precautions

to take when performing this manoeuvre in order to avoid difficulty, and especially, in complete safety.

Preparation :
Before leaving the cockpit to go to the mast, a little preparation is required.

Boat’s point of sail :
The boat can be at any point of sail during the preparation of the pole. It is, however, more

comfortable when the boat is flat with its stern turned windward, under engine power with the Genoa

rolled up. This will also make it easier to move about without being hindered by the Genoa when

knotting the jib-guard of the  pole out at the bow. Consistent speed enables apparent wind speed to

be lowered. Given that the motor will be running, be very careful not to catch the ends in the

propellers during the procedure.

It is also useful to use the automatic pilot in TWA (True Wind Angle) mode. The boat will therefore

follow the wind axis when the procedure is being carried out. Given that electronics are always prone

to breakdown, it is worthwhile always paying attention to the direction the boat is going in during the

procedure.
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Equipment:
We very strongly recommend wearing a harness whenever outside of the cockpit and all the more so

when at the bow.

You will need:

3 ropes: the two pole jib-guards and the kicking strap,

A pulley or a friction ring.

A line of about 1m which will allow the spinnaker pole to be secured to the staysail.

Handling:
The picture below shows you the Genoa boomed out and the pole ready to use. This is the result we

will try to reach at the end of this guide. You can see are a global view of the jib-guards and the genoa

sheet.

There are 3 remaining tasks to complete before going to the bow. First of all remember to loosen

about 1 meter of the staysail clew. As such the spinnaker pole can be lowered to a horizontal position

to prepare it. Also prepare the Genoa clew and install the spinnaker pole rear jib-guard pulley block.

The picture upon shows you the staysail sheet loosen so that the pole can reach the horizontal position.

Preparing the Genoa sheet:

The Genoa clew will pass into the pulley at the head of the spinnaker pole then must come back onto

the spinnaker clew pulley so as not to rub against the guard rail (see photo). It will stop at the smallest

rear winch, so as not to cross the pole rear jib-guard. Before going to the bow remember to loosen the

sheet so as to have enough slack to be able to pass it into the pole pulley.

You can see on the picture above the genoa sheet (dark grey) passing through the spinnaker sheet

block, and the jib-guard (light grey) passing through an amovible pulley. The two ropes are not on the

winches at the moment, so that you can use all its length while being at the bow. Moreover, you can

see that the jib-guard is between the genoa sheet and the hull (square in yellow), but not the contrary

because the genoa sheet must be kept outside all the system.

 

The picture above

shows the jib-guard and the genoa sheet when the pole is deployed.



Preparing the pole rear jib-guard:

The spinnaker pole rear jib-guard will be fixed to the spinnaker pole head and must then come back

into the pulley fixed in front of the spinnaker pulley block and will be locked by the electrical winch. It is

therefore necessary to prepare the pulley before doing any work at the front. Simply attach the eyelet

provided for this in front of the spinnaker pulley block (see picture above).

It is at this point that it will also be possible to pass the jib-guard into the pulley, from the inside to the

outside of the boat, leaving enough to go right to the front. Remember to block it with a stop knot.

Once at the bow, the guardrail can be attached with a capstan, so that it will be ready to be attached

onto the pole. However make sure that it is kept inside the Genoa clew.

Picutre above: all jib-

guards are prepared, their extremity are knotted on the balcony at the bow and ready to be attached

to the pole.

Preparing the kicking strap (boomvang):

The kicking strap (orange rope) goes from the end of the spinnaker pole up to the cleat situated on the

strake on the main mast. Its function is to prevent the spinnaker pole from rising up. It can be prepared

by attaching it to the cleat, passing it on the outside of the guardrail, then bringing it next to the rear

jib-guard at the bow. It must go inside the rear jib-guard to avoid it crossing over when deploying the

spinnaker pole (see picture below).

You can see clearly the kicking strap knotted on the cleat and passing under the genoa sheet and the

jib-guard. This way it will stay “inside” the lines heading to the aft, and it will not cross with them.

Before knotting the kicking strap on the cleat, remember that the orange line must arrive from outside

the balcony. Otherwise the kicking strap will touch and bent the balcony when the genoa will be

unfurled.

Preparing the pole front jib-guard:

The function of the front jib-guard is to prevent the spinnaker pole from going too far back. It goes

from the front cleat up to the end of the spinnaker pole. Generally the length is pre-adjusted, then it is

tightened via the rear jib-guard which is taken on the Genoa sheet winch. As an indication, a length of

Xlg-front-job-guard is required if the spinnaker pole must be perpendicular to the boat. After the first

installation think about making a mark with a permanent marker on the rope as a guide for the next

installation.

Once the rope is on the cleat and on the outside of the guardrail it can be attached to the boat rail at

the bow with the kicking strap and the rear jib-guard (see photo). This rope must be on the inside (=

below) of the others so as not to cross over them during the deployment of the spinnaker pole (see

picture below).



 

Préparation du tangon :

Preparing the spinnaker pole:
Once all the ropes are ready to be attached onto the spinnaker pole lower it and start putting it in

place:

Open the catch fastening the spinnaker pole to the mast.

Put the jib-guard on a mast winch, and then open the blocker.

Begin by lowering the spinnaker pole making it pass over to the correct side of the staysail. During

this step take care not to damage the paintwork on the metal part.

Once the spinnaker pole head arrives at a height which allows you to attach the ropes, close the

catch on the upper jib-guard and secure the spinnaker pole by attaching it to the staysail using a tie

of about 1m which will have been prepared beforehand.

Go to the front, on the side opposite the spinnaker pole and put the clew of the Genoa into the

pulley

Then put the forward jib-guard in place, then the lower kicking-strap and lastly the rear jib-guard

making sure that they do not cross over.

 

Deploying the pole:
All that remains to be done is to bring the spinnaker pole perpendicular to the boat, and then unfurl

the Genoa.

1. First of all slightly raise the spinnaker pole so that it does not strike the guardrail when it is brought

perpendicular.

2. Then put the spinnaker pole into position. There is generally a black whipping on the guardrail to

indicate the average position of the spinnaker pole. Begin at this angle, and then adjust the setting

to the relevant conditions and sailing trim.

3. Once the lengths of the kicking strap and the forward spinnaker pole jib-guard are set, pull hard on

the top kicking strap and the spinnaker pole jib-guard using the winches. It is not necessary to apply

a lot of tension, simply make sure that there is no give, i.e. that the spinnaker pole is completely

immobilized. (See photo of the pole deployed)



 

Unfurling the Genoa:
Sailing with a boomed Genoa is generally done with the mainsail downwind. The boat therefore sails in

a scissors movement so that the sail thrust centres of the two sails are counterbalanced and balance the

boat. If this is still not the case, it is therefore recommended to secure the mainsail boom downwind

using a boom retainer. This manoeuvre is summarized in the following article: Installing boom retainers.

Once the mainsail boom is secured it is time to unfurl the Genoa. Therefore go to the cockpit and

double check that the wind conditions are stable and that the boat is ready to go under sail. You can

then luff up to unfurl the mainsail in complete safety. It is then the turn of the Genoa after a swing

which will bring the boat to a bearing of about 165° in relation to the wind direction. It is therefore

necessary to maintain a safety margin of about 15° to the wind axis which will avoid an untimely gybe

occurring when under pilot. The progressively unfurl the Genoa, step by step, checking the installation

after each step. Our boats certainly have powerful furling gear but it is still easier and wiser to add sail

than to remove it.

Your genoa sheet is linked to a manual winch at the moment. If you are alone you can simply return the

sheet on the other electric winch, on the opposite side of the cockpit. Keep your energy for the long

upcoming downwind sail !

The principle of operating the Genoa
boomed out:
A boomed out Genoa is rigged windward of the boat, which indicates that it is in a by-the-lee

configuration. It therefore receives the wind by its foot and frees itself by the luff. The spinnaker pole

will be placed perpendicular to the boat with a bearings closer to the downwind. Then, the more the

boat luffs the more you must let the spinnaker pole rear jib-guard out to allow it to move forwards. This

is therefore the opposite of a traditional sail.

A good way of remembering is to tell yourself that the spinnaker pole must always be in line with the

mainsail boom. When the latter is tightened the spinnaker pole is therefore released and vice versa.

For the most luffed bearings, around 135° of the wind at the time, the spinnaker pole will be very far

forward and a part of the Genoa must be unfurled so as not to form a pocket. Once this angle is

exceeded, it is no longer worthwhile keeping the Genoa windward, and there if no longer any reason

to keep the spinnaker pole.

Gybing under a boomed Genoa:



Gybing under a boomed Genoa must be anticipated. The Genoa must be rolled up, then the jib-

guards and the kicker strap removed, then the pole replaced, lowered and re-installed on the other

side. It is therefore a relatively long procedure which is only worthwhile for a distance of several miles.

A shortcut is however possible : you can remove all the lines and store them along the pole during the

manoeuver. You will therefore avoid to have to stay a long time at the bow to proceed to useless

handlings.


